The CFNM Village
Party Policies and Rules

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The following CFNM Village Party House Philosophy, Policies and Rules ("Philosophies", "Policies" or "Rules") was
drafted by the women and men that founded The CFNM Villages, and evolved over many years and based upon our
experiences, both good and bad, in orchestrating and attending CFNM parties and gatherings. This document is an
open source document that is free for anyone to use or copy, in part or in whole. Those hosting CFNM gatherings
are also free to use this document as a reference for any prerequisite reading or to cite in agreements for those that
wish to attend such gatherings.
The creation of our Philosophies and Rules are not only based upon our experience, but also a comprehensive survey
("CFNM Survey") of over 2,000 women and men as to the wants, needs, expectations and concerns in the protocol
and activities for prospective CFNM gatherings. The full survey and its results are published on our website at
www.cfnmvillage.com/survey.
Because of the extensive input from those with experience, and, the expectations of a large group of interested
attendees, we are unwilling to alter our Policies and Rules to accommodate singular interests by attendees, regardless
of any logic or rationale they present for such alterations. We therefore require all prospective attendees to
thoroughly read this document, and, either agree to abide by our Rules and embrace our Philosophy, or, not attend
the event.
 Foundation and Purpose of Our Rules (Philosophy) - CFNM is a relatively new concept and is often
misunderstood. Compounding the challenge is that the concept has been used for events and situations in
a manner inconsistent with its original intent. Thus, simply researching the term "CFNM" may lead one
to false conclusions about the environment or activities of a CFNM experience, which can then result in
wrongful expectations for those attending our Events. You must herewith acknowledge that you will rely
solely upon this document as to the general protocol of what is to be experience, and adjust your
expectations accordingly.
 Female-First Doctrine - You herewith acknowledge that you understand and embrace our Female-First
Doctrine, which serves as the primary basis for much of our Rules and Philosophy, including event agendas,
protocol and policies. The Female-First Doctrine establishes that the needs, interests, desires and
requirements of the women hosting and attending our CFNM parties always supersede that of the men
attending. The reasons for this are several fold:
First, when a CFNM event is organized and properly advertised, the number of men wanting to attend
always significantly exceeds the number of women, which in turn often dissuades women from attending
due to their concern of being overwhelmed by nude men. Maintaining a balanced gender ratio is one of
the most important factors to hosting successful CFNM events while assuring future ones follow. Our
CFNM parties focus exclusively upon the interests and needs of females so as to create an inviting, safe and
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comfortable environment for women to attend, while also assuring the protocol and activities that attract
them are maintained. Strictly following the Female-First Doctrine assures the maximum number of
females will attend, and that benefits both genders.
Second, an equally important reason for our Female-First Doctrine is our Philosophy. The very nature of
CFNM is to enhance and celebrate the empowerment of women. At our CFNM parties, the interests and
needs of men are always subordinate to that of the women as we intentionally turn the tables on the
traditional male-dominated society. The societal orientation that has allowed many men greater power in
controlling their environment also has served to create their sense of an elevated level of dignity and
standing. Mandating all men to strip naked of all their clothes serves both a symbolically and literally
stripping of their traditional standing and dignity while vulnerably exposing them to the women. In turn,
the women, who remain clothed, are granted a broader latitude than men in control of the event, including
protocol and all activities. You must herewith acknowledge that CFNM, by its very nature, creates an
inequitable and unfair advantage of the women over the men, and that you embrace and support this
intentional inequality between the genders, which is inherent in all our CFNM gatherings. Our FemaleFirst Doctrine provides that all decisions about event location, dress of the respective genders, proper
deportment, protocol, schedule, agendas, games and activities, roles, and, responsibilities of both men and
women attending are always made solely by the female hostesses and the female attendees.
Further, you acknowledge that by not complying with the Female-First Doctrine, you are creating a
disharmonious environment with the event, and therefore, subject to denial of participation. In addition,
you acknowledge that women may have the right to request the men do things, perform certain duties or
conduct themselves in a given way whereas the men may have no such comparable rights.
 Clothing Attire - Women - Our Events always follow a strict adherence to CFNM protocol at all times.
Women are never allowed to be nude nor even topless at any time during any of our Events. Our survey
discussed previously evidenced that the majority of women want it this way, and, for a number of reasons
that include: a) women interested in remaining clothed do not want the pressure of disrobing because other
women do; b) many women need assurance that no open sex will occur and having all women remain
clothed at all times helps to assure this; c) our events are open to all adult women regardless of physique or
age; thus, women that feel uncomfortable with their body image need not be concerned about pressure to
disrobe; and most importantly, d) the majority of women indicated they liked the concept of CFNM as it
provides them an unfair advantage over the men. These reasons, both singularly and collectively, are the
justification as to why women must remain clothed. You must herewith acknowledge that this inequity is
not unstated, but alternatively overtly stated and by intent, and must openly celebrate this unfairness as a
positive and important feature that makes CFNM so wonderfully special.
The specific attire women should wear will depend upon each particular event and may be based upon
weather consideration or possible themes. Because each event may have a different clothing theme, the
expected attire should be communicated to those attending in advance by the hostesses. Unless otherwise
indicated by the hostess, women should dress as though they are attending any other social event wherein
they will be meeting new people, such as a house-warming or cocktail party. If it is during the day and
the Event will be outside, women may want to wear a sundress and possibly bring a bathing suit if there is
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a pool or hot tub (private female-only changing rooms should always provided to protect the modesty of
the ladies). Some Events are more formal wherein the ladies might wear a cocktail dress or formal attire.
Any thematic dress, such as, say, Halloween or Victorian Era will be announced prior to the event;
however, the no-female-nudity Rule shall always apply regardless of the theme. If the event is has a fetish
or BDSM orientation, allowable female attire will be set forth by the hostess; however, even in such a case,
women must always keep their breasts, derrieres and genitals covered with fully opaque materials.
 Clothing Attire - Men - CFNM "clothed-female/naked-male" means exactly that. Based upon the CFNM
Survey, there is a clear desire by over 90% of the women that they prefer complete nudity being
compulsory for all men at all times. In our experience, when some men remain clothed, it ruins the
dynamic of the party while making the men that do comply with the Rules uncomfortable. It is also unfair
to the ladies that come with an expectation of seeing every man nude when some are not. For this reason,
it is a permanent and mandatory Rule that at all our CFNM events, all men are to remain fully naked at all
times and in all areas of our events. By "all men", we mean any and all males that are present at the event,
including, but not limited to, all guests attending, hired male service providers, bar tenders, waiters,
entertainers/musicians, DJs, butlers, and any possible photographers should the hostesses allow it (check
with your hostesses in advance as to photographers). By "fully naked", we mean that men may not wear
shirts, pants, underwear, jockstraps, loin clothes or cock pouches - ergo, to be blunt, all men at our CFNM
events must make sure that their penises, balls and buttocks remain fully exposed and viewable to all
women at all times. Some events that require formal attire of the ladies may include a requirement that
the men wear such attire as a top hat, bowtie, polished shoes, socks, cuffs and/or gloves; however, they
must otherwise remain fully naked. In the event there are weather issues at an outdoor event, the hostess
may allow the men to don shirts or sweat tops; however, they are still to remain fully naked from the
beltline down.
By "all times" we mean that upon arrival, all men must completely strip nude and remain that way until
their departure. Some of our CFNM gatherings in the past allow the men to remain clothed for a period of
time followed by striptease, undressing ceremony or strip game, or, a fetish fashion show where men don
such things as g-strings, cock rings, athletic jockstraps, chastity devices for demonstration for the female
audience. However, notwithstanding these brief periods, men are to otherwise be nude at all times. We
advise men to consider bringing a duffle or gym bag to hold their belongings; alternatively, the hostess may
offer brown paper grocery bags for clothes and staple them closed with the men's names, then secure them
in a room wherein guests are not allowed.
 No Sexual Activity. CFNM parties are not for swinging, and open sex between participants is strictly
prohibited. Intercourse, fellatio, and cunnilingus are all deemed to be sexual activities and are prohibited.
Men touching the breasts, buttocks or genitals of any female at any time is also strictly prohibited, and
doing so, particularly without a woman's consent, will result in ejection from the event. Notwithstanding
this, an inherent purpose for the presentation of male nudity to females is to provide the ladies an
opportunity to explore male nudity for whatever reasons the women desire, including for aesthetic and/or
prurient purposes, to provide the women a sense of power over men, or, to simply satisfy their curiosity.
The presentation of male nudity to women in such a close environment while not allowing that to progress
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to sexual intimacy often creates erotic tension for both women and men, and when it happens, such erotic
tension need not be avoided but instead something to be recognized and enjoyed by both male and female.
Should any consenting attendees determine they would like to have physical contact of a greater level than
that allowed by our Rules, they should plan a separate private meeting outside the event.
 Females Deportment/Physical Contact. CFNM gatherings vary considerably in terms of protocol and
expectations. Some events are for those that enjoy female domination or subjecting men to slave-like
servitude whereas others are more of a social gatherings wherein the ladies come to meet people, enjoy fine
food and wine along with pleasant conversation like other social gatherings with the sole difference being
their enjoying such activities with naked men. This Rules and Policy document is not intended to establish
protocol or leanings in either direction. For this reason, it is imperative the Hostess communicate the
intentions, theme and protocol of the respective CFNM gathering in advance to attendees to avoid any
misunderstandings.
Therefore, this document shall be superseded by any specific protocol or orientation established by the
Hostess. Regardless of whether the attendee receives alternate descriptions of the event by the Hostess, it
is incumbent on attendees to discuss with their Hostess the specific theme and direction of the event.
Because women are typically more reserved and reticent than men when it comes to initiating tactile
experiences they desire, in adherence to our Female-First Doctrine, our events remove the obstacle typically
found in all other social contexts by granting the ladies overarching permission to initiate th e exploration
of the men's bodies through contact without first seeking his approval for such physical contact. Thus, f or
those events that are orchestrated to allow women the opportunity to experience male nudity in a prurient
way (as opposed to female domination), insofar as it is desirous of the females attending and does not
progress to overt sexual contact as described previously, in her sole discretion and without first seeking the
man's approval, any female may physically examine and/or explore any part of a man’s body through
observation, touching, holding, stroking, caressing or fondling, including his buttocks and genitals, at any
time she so desires. All men coming hereby give advanced, overarching permission to all women in
attendance to have physical contact with any part of the men's bodies absent their prior approval.
However, if any such physical contact progresses to an uncomfortable situation for they man, he may
politely request that the woman discontinue such contact, and all females must abide and respect such
requests. Females may also initiate a hug or kiss with a male guest provided it does no progress to sexual
play; however, no man may initiate such contact.
 Male Deportment/Physical Contact. In the same way there is an inequity in dress between genders, there
is also different Rules concerning deportment and physical contact that apply solely to men. It is
forbidden for any man to have inappropriate physical contact with any woman, including touching a
woman's breast, buttocks or groin area at anytime, even if the female expresses interest in such contact.
Further, all men are prohibited from approaching any female in an attempt to pursue any kind of sexual
encounter (i.e., blatant sexual advances or putting "the moves" on a targeted lady is prohibited). Men
should be friendly and cater to the needs of every woman present in equal proportions so as not to
"target" the women they deem more desirable. Any man observed to be making any woman
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uncomfortable may be asked to immediately leave, and will probably not receive an invitation to future
Events. It is incumbent upon each men to be sensitive and pick up signals any female is sending that she

no longer desires his presence, and ignorance or persistence in ignoring such signals will most certainly
mean permanent banishment from our events.
In addition, because our events empower women by placing them in control, it is often the female that is
expected to be the initiator of interaction between the genders. This is a relief for many men as they are
not under pressure to initiate, only to respond. Men may politely approach women to engage in friendly
conversation but must also realize our events do not provide any greater license for forwardness than a
man should expect at a normal social gathering. To reiterate, it is a violation of our Rules for any man to
unwontedly invade the space of an uninterested woman, make her feel uncomfortable by his advances,
touch her without her permission or ask her to touch him, flaunt his genitals at her, request her to remove
clothing or to make any proposition that would be considered impolite. Because the list of men interested
in attending exceeds the number of women that attend, we have the ability to only target men that
understand women, can make them feel comfortable and do not display inappropriate behavior - men
either get it or they don't, and those that do not will be excluded from our list.
 Compliance and Participation. In keeping with our Female-First Doctrine, insofar as it is part of the
agenda established and communicated to invitees prior to the event, each man is expected to be compliant
with female requests for him to participate in any game, event or activity organized by the ladies, even if it
is not within his comfort zone or interest. This is predicated upon the ladies clearly establishing in
advance which activities will be optional and which will be mandatory. For BDSM/CFnm events, colored
wristbands may be used by the men to let others know the optional activities in which they are willing to
participate. It is the obligation of each man to learn in advance of attending an event as to what such
activities and games may include and what the expectations for participation will be, then, determine
whether or not those activities fall with his comfort zone prior to attending the event. When planned
activities of an event are presented in advance, the men that attend the event with that knowledge agree, de
facto, to participate in them in whatever fashion has been presented. Unless they are indicated in advance
as being optional, it is deemed mandatory for all men to participate when requested by the female attendees
to do so, and without question. A man complying to the requests of the ladies, despite his finding such
conformity uncomfortable or embarrassing, is one of the best ways he can prove he embraces the FemaleFirst Doctrine and to demonstrate to the ladies his sincere appreciation for being given the opportunity to
please them. This in turn will increase his chances of being invited back to future events.
 Flirtation & Teasing. The feeling of complete nakedness and vulnerability while being surrounded by
numerous women engaging in flirtatious discourse or exploratory touching inevitably creates sexual tension
for the men. This naturally leads many men to lose control and become visibly aroused. Men sporting
uncontrollable erections commonly occurs at many CFNM gatherings. Our CFNM Survey evidences most
women are either unoffended, or, even preferred being able to see them. Given this, you acknowledge and
agree that you may be in the presence of nude men with full erections. Further, men should not feel
ashamed or embarrassed of becoming erect when in the presence of females, but instead, should enjoy the
experience as a way of physically communicating to the ladies their satisfaction and approval of the
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circumstances. Notwithstanding this, men should also be attentive to the comfort of women present and
never purposely flaunt their erections, particularly when it may be offsetting or objectionable to the women.
This requires good judgment and discretion of the men insofar as being sensitive to the needs and interests
of the women present.
In addition, women should never feel ashamed or reluctant in intentionally invoking such arousal in the
men. Our CFNM Survey evidences that many women enjoy viewing the different stages of physical
transformation of men that occurs by such arousal, which is a natural and a very appropriate viewing
pleasure in which the ladies may take delight - even to the point of overtly drawing attention of other ladies
to it. Further, our Survey also reveals that because the men are fully exposed and cannot conceal their
physical arousal from the ladies attending, women often take pleasure in flirting with the men ("prick
teasing") knowing the success of their efforts can be instantly witnessed by the other females attending.
Some female guests may even intentionally demonstrate for other women to witness their ability to bring a
man to full arousal solely through flirting with him. At typical social gatherings, it may be deemed
inappropriate for a woman to feign sexual interest and prick tease men solely to ascertain if she can succeed
it piquing their arousal. However, our Philosophy challenges this antiquated stigma, and instead we
embrace prick teasing as a fun and enjoyable activity for the ladies, and, is fully consistent with our FemaleFirst Doctrine. In fact, some events even feature games and activities whereby women compete in prick
teasing competitions and are ranked and rewarded based upon the successfulness of their techniques.
For this reason, men attending our CFNM parties should anticipate a potential beguiling female flirting
with them feigning sexual interest solely to prove to other females she can succeed at making him visibly
aroused. When a male attendee falls for the clever charms of such a female, he should consider her
temporary attention as a compliment, and the presentation of his physical arousal to her is the best way of
showing her his appreciation of her attention, while also repaying her a compliment on her skills at prick
teasing while concurrently evidencing such skills to all present. If he is embarrassed in the realization he
has been fooled by her pretense, his knowledge that he provided her a victorious feeling of accomplishment
is his sole reward for the exchange, and thus evidences his embracement of the Female-First Doctrine. But
regardless of her flirtation, at no time should any man assume any such female's attention to him is her
desire to be exclusively with him, nor is it an invitation for him to pursue her in a manner that is against
our Rules. He should never have any expectations beyond the brief encounter, including any further
attention from her.
 Demonstrations of Self Pleasuring. One activity that varies significantly from one CFNM event to another
is whether the men performing acts of self-arousal for the viewing pleasure of the ladies is allowed or
expected. For some females, such displays may exceed their comfort level or they simply have no desire
to witness such activities. This is particularly true of many females that prefer female domination play
and/or the more stayed "tea party" variety of CFNM, which focus on male servitude as opposed to
eroticism. Alternatively, our CFNM Survey of a cross-section of women interested in CFNM gatherings
revealed that provided it is only done when expressly requested by the females attending, the majority of
women would either not mind it, or even enjoy incorporating such activities into the event as part of
demonstrations or games. Of course, the Hostess should always communicate with attendees in advance
whether these activities might occur.
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Our survey indicated that approximately 53% of the women polled would enjoy a scheduled masturbation
contest. The reasons cited behind such interests were varied. In some cases the women expressed it
would simply be a sexy and fun thing to watch. Other females indicated they had never had the
opportunity to watch a man in person masturbate and would find it enjoyable to learn the masturbation
techniques of each man and how they might differ. Some indicated they would enjoy experiencing the
unique female empowerment integral CFNM through commanding a man to do something in front of
everyone he normally would only do in private thus allowing them to relish in his embarrassment. And yet
other women felt that with the sexual tension and flirtatious prick teasing activities that sometimes occur, it
is only fair to allow the men to relieve their "blue balls" in such a way while also giving the ladies the
opportunity watch thereby making it a win-win for everyone. All of these motivations for having the men
masturbate themselves fit well within our Philosophy and Females-First Doctrine, and thus are all perfectly
appropriate reasons to make to make it a scheduled optional or compulsory activity at CFNM parties. But
regardless of these reasons, ladies organizing the events must assure that all females attending are
comfortable and agree to having such activities. Further, at no time shall a man begin masturbating unless
a) a female has requested it, or b) it is logically expected as part of a game or activity such as measurement
competitions or "ring toss".
In addition, the women shall also decide the conditions surrounding it, and, whether they expect the men
to ejaculate, or, simply do it to obtain an erection for, say, a measurement contest, ring toss or other game
involving the men's erections. This includes orgasm denial (i.e. "edging"). Should a man ejaculate, it is
his obligation to clean up his own ejaculate in a way that is hygienic.
As with all scheduled activities, all men coming should be made aware of this potential activity, and if the
women planning the event indicate it is to be a required activity, men must decide for themselves prior to
attending whether or not doing it, particularly while in the presence of other men, is beyond their level of
comfort. But if he does RSVP and attends, and if he is instructed by females present to do it, it is no
longer optional for him but instead his compliance becomes mandatory, even if it makes him
uncomfortable and embarrassed in so doing. In such a case, he should view his full compliance as an
excellent opportunity to prove to the ladies his embracement of the Female-First Doctrine with his sole
reward being his knowledge of how his dutiful compliance has pleased them. And this should be the
ultimate goal of every man attending a CFNM Event.
 Subservience & Expectations. Consistent with most other CFNM gatherings, our events require all men
to remain polite and show deference to all females, including providing services such as getting them food
or drinks or giving a foot or neck massage. In addition, men recognize all our events are intended to
enhance female empowerment, and men should demonstrate acknowledgement of this empowerment
through respect and to some extent, servitude. One of the most enticing aspects of our events is the
opportunity for women to be catered to and pampered by a group of nude men, and therefore we strive to
meet those desires, which in turn leads to a higher percentage of females attending.
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 Male Competitiveness/Homophobia. The expectation of all men to be polite, courteous and friendly also
applies to how they treat the other male guests. When in the presence of females, many men become
territorial or want to show alpha dominance characteristics. This sometimes results in a homophobic
"force field" between some men exacerbated by being naked while experiencing sexual arousal. At our
CFNM events such attitudes and mind set are never welcomed as they create discord resulting in a
disharmonious atmosphere. Further, such behavior contradicts our Female-First Doctrine as the men are
responding to their own agenda as opposed to what the women expect. CFNM by its nature is a
heterosexual situation, so men with homophobic issues should check their fears and concerns at the door no other males will want to have sexual contact with them, and it is not a competition. All men are
expected to be friendly and mingle with each other as much as they mingle with the women. This results
in a far more harmonious environment. Further, those men who demonstrate the ability to make friends
and bond with other men will not only enjoy it more, but will give them priority to attending the next
event.
 BDSM/CBT/Corporal Punishment. Originally, the concept of "CFNM" was not used to describe any
activity involving BDSM activities. Over time, BDSM fetishists adopted the terminology as it fit well in
female domination activities. The inequity in dress in such a Dominant/Submission ("D/s") role playing
became a focal requirement for gatherings, thereby evolving the acronym "CFnm" to further differentiate
the D/s dynamic. However, the Hostess provides information to the contrary, this document by itself
does not establish that any BDSM activities, including, but not limited to, corporal punishment, CBT,
humiliation, degradation or slaver in any form shall be included as an activity of our Events. Regardless,
men are never allowed to "top from the bottom", and you hereby acknowledge that at no time is a man
allowed to encourage or persuade anyone at the event to adopt any activity that would fulfill the man's
fantasies or expectations absent of first considering whether it is something the females would desire, then,
garnering their approval for that activity.
 Invitation Only. Our events are exclusively by invitation only. Invitations are provided on an event-byevent basis. You are herewith agreeing you will not assume you are automatically invited to a particular
event because attended a previous one. Further, you must receive an official invitation from those charged
with planning the event. If the invitation is not from one hosting the event, simply saying "so-and-so"
invited me without a formal invitation will result in rejection. An official invitation will be provided in
written communication directly by the event planner and will identify you by name, the date, time and
location of the specific Event. Absent having this, DO NOT assume you are invited. If you feel there is an
error in not receiving an invite, contact those hosting the event for clarification.
Further, no one may designate or send a substitute for themselves as an alternate unless such substitution
has been approved in writing by the Event planners. If you plan to attend with a spouse, significant other
or friend that has not been officially invited, you shall 1) contact the hostess in advance and provide
specific information about your guest and why he/she should attend, and 2) assure that they too have read
and executed this Agreement and provided it to the Event planner prior to their admittance.
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 Privacy. The personal information of all attending our CFNM gatherings is strictly confidential and you
agree that the personal information of our guests shall never be released or disseminated. Anyone that
violates the privacy of attendees will be permanently banned from the event while concurrently waiving any
of their own privacy protections afforded by this agreement.
 Adults-Only. Parties are solely for adults meaning 18-years-old or older. This age requirement increases
to 21 at events where alcoholic beverages will be consumed. All participants must be prepared to present a
valid photo I.D. upon arrival at the event.
 Donations. Our events are not commercial endeavors but are private gatherings wherein no revenues or
profits are made. We expect everyone attending to donate something to help fray the cost of venue, food
provided, etc., with the amount depending upon the number attending and costs related to hosting the
specific event. Any additional donations received in excess of costs shall be applied to the next event's costs.
 Mutual Respect. By their nature, CFNM events create an inequity between the genders with the women
often feeling more empowered and in control, which is both appropriate and to be expected. While our
CFNM Events are intended to encourage women to explore female voyeurism absent the judgment and
prejudice society has put in them, all women must remember that the men’s bodies are their own and to
respect any man’s decision to refuse unwanted touching or invasion of his space in a manner that makes
him feel uncomfortable. Any action taken should only be done so if it is anticipated no apology will need
to follow, and all must respect the boundaries and limitations of others. In the event that the CFNM
event features activities that are beyond the comfort of anyone attending, they should feel immediately
leave and avoid undesirably experiences.
 Check Your Jealousy at the Door. All coming must recognize our CFNM events are social mixers intended
to allow guests to mingle with all other guests of both genders. Our events emphasize interaction between
all attendees, and no man or woman should covet the attention someone else is giving or receiving. As it
pertains to couples, our events never allow swinging or open sex, although swingers are not precluded from
attending. Couples coming must realize their significant other may not only draw the attention of others
but that our events intentionally encourage such interaction between all guests. This includes flirtation
and/or touching initiated by women outside of the couple relationship. Men should also expect their
female significant other might find interest in exploring the bodies of other men present, just as the women
should expect their male guest to possibly draw flirtatious attention from other women at the party.
Experience evidences that couples that are secure in their relationships that attend our events often have
the greatest enjoyment of all that attend, and we welcome all such couples. Expectation of exclusive
attention from one's significant other will most probably result in disappoint and potentially violate the
harmony of their relationship as well as our event. Thus, anyone prone to jealousy should either check
their insecurities at the door or not come.
 Photography. As indicated previously, the privacy of all attendees must be respected at all times. At no
time shall anyone be photographed without their knowledge and permission, and cell phones and cameras
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must remain put away. Notwithstanding this, our Survey indicates that many women would enjoy taking
photos at the event for mementos, and in accordance with our Females-First Doctrine, we have successfully
resolved this dilemma at previous events. It includes a designated, lined area for photo opportunities
wherein photos may only be taken within that area. In addition, we may restrict photos to a preestablished time period such that those not wishing to participate may remove themselves to other areas of
the premises where they are assured their photo will not be taken. Also, we may provide celebratory
(Venetian/theatrical) masks for those wishing to be photographed while concurrently concealing their
identity. Provided these protocols are adopted and made known prior to the event, photography may be
granted as prescribed above. Regardless, all guests being photographed must acknowledge and grant prior
permission to their being photographed before anyone, male or female, may take their photo at an event.
 Hygiene. The practice of good hygiene is not only important for our male attendees, but women as well.
Our prohibition on sexual contact helps to assure safety and healthy practices; however, women should
show thoughtfulness when attempting to touch any man if she has previously touched another male,
particularly on those parts of him which may present a health issue.
Hygiene for men is mandatory. All men must bathe the day of the event, and show proper grooming
including brushing their teeth and shaving. In addition, men must recognize that they are presenting their
genitals for the viewing pleasure of the ladies for their viewing pleasure, and in accordance with our
Female-First Doctrine, men must demonstrate respect for the ladies by properly grooming their genitals to
assure the female experience of viewing their genitals will be a pleasing one. Our Survey evidences that
the vast majority of women polled indicated that it is more attractive for men to have no pubic hair on
their penises and testicles, and thus we encourage men to either shave their genitals or have the hair
professionally removed.
 Alcohol and Intoxication. Drunkenness and use of illegal drugs is strictly prohibited. No alcohol is
served by the Hostess. Guests may bring their own alcoholic drinks, but we reserve the right to monitor
all consumption, as do the owners of our venue. If you are too intoxicated to drive, you will not be
allowed to leave the party until a taxi is called.
I have read the above Policies and Rules and agree to their terms.

Name

Date
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Addendum #1

Amendment, Alterations and Additional Rules and Requirements
This Addendum #1 amends and supersedes the The CFNM Village Party Policies and Rules and shall collectively
form the entirety of the agreement. Wherein there is differing terms and conditions between this Addendum #1 and
the primary document, this Addendum shall supersede. Any term or condition not addressed in this Addendum
shall remain unchanged.
Activities that will be implemented by those hosting the CFNM Event (only check those that apply):
Activity

To be initiated
solely by
hostess(es)

Initiated by any
female attending

Optional
participation for
males attending

Mandatory
participation by all
males attending

Pre-party preparation including
cleaning, food preparation, etc.
Post-party cleanup
Servitude to include waiting tables,
making drinks, etc.
Servitude to include massages
Silence unless requested to speak
Males masturbating themselves for
females' viewing pleasure
Female domination (general)
Humiliation including foot stools,
groveling and/or pony play
General verbal degradation, small penis
humiliation
Face slapping
OTK Spanking
Impact play, caning, flogging and/or
whipping
CBT, ball squeezing and/or ball busting
Pegging/anal insertion of males
Bi-sexual interaction between males
including mutual masturbation and/or
fellatio for the females' viewing pleasure
Other activities not identified above:
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